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- Propagation of changes
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- A logic programming language for representing and reasoning about events and their effects.

- Key components:
  - event (typically instantaneous).
  - fluent: a property that may have different values at different points in time.

- Built-in representation of inertia:
  - $F = V$ holds at a particular time-point if $F = V$ has been *initiated* by an event at some earlier time-point, and not *terminated* by another event in the meantime.

- RTEC is a CER system based on the Event Calculus formalism
Problem Statement

\[
\text{initiatedAt}(F\equiv V, T) \leftarrow \\
\text{happensAt}(A, T), \\
\text{holdsAt}(B\equiv V_B, T), \\
\text{not happensAt}(C, T), \\
\text{not holdsAt}(D\equiv V_D, T).
\]
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Problem Statement: Inefficiency
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Two phases:
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- Addition phase
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(Left) Average recognition time and (Right) average number of input and complex events. Sliding step of 1 hour.
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- Future work:
  - Probabilistic version of the incremental algorithm